AARHUS ARCHITECTOUR: RETHINKING THE CHALLENGES OF TOMORROW

SEPTEMBER 11-15 2017
Join us for an enriching tour to Aarhus to explore the (re)creation of urban spaces for livability!

Denmark is one of the world’s frontrunners for ground-breaking architecture and sustainable city growth – the nation continues to leave significant marks on innovative technologies globally and push the envelope for more liveable, sustainable and smarter cities that are not only green but also encompass notions of social cohesion, equity, sense of community and quality of life.

WHY AARHUS? EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE 2017

RAIC members are invited to join us September 11 to 15 as Aarhus hosts the Danish international architecture biennale RISING Architecture Week – the main architectural showcase as the European Capital of Culture 2017.

Aarhus is the second largest city in Denmark and sits at the forefront of urban development, culture and design. Learn about Aarhus’ new strategy Aarhus 2017 ‘Let’s Rethink’ with the intent to actively address how the built environment is forming the framework for liveability, and how it will impact future innovative design strategies to consider both the bodies and minds of citizens.

Danish Architecture has seen widespread international success, which makes experiences in the Danish market very interesting to study. With insights on Denmark’s regulatory policy and architectural visions for growing cities, discover valuable solutions that can be brought back to North America.

- All-inclusive price of $5,500 CAD
- Special networking for RAIC members with Rising Architecture Week festival featuring Danish firms
- Meet architects and planners at the forefront of the ambition and vision for the growing and sustainable city of Aarhus
- Site visits to award winning projects in and around Aarhus such as The Iceberg, ARoS museum, and world class harbour front development highlights such as the Dokk1 public library and much more!
- Opportunity to accumulate Continuous Education Points
- Dining at Aarhus’ culinary hotspots for a firsthand New Nordic experience

REGISTER HERE
For more information or questions related to the tour contact Helene Olsen at helsol@um.dk